The Jeder Institute’s Inaugural Online Gathering
14-15 May 2020

All Members are encouraged to attend and all cats, dogs and other keyboard animals, including
children, are welcome to randomly and embarrassingly join in!

Acknowledgement of Country
We commit to reconciliation and acknowledge Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples’, their histories, cultures and
communities. We acknowledge the lands of Australia were never
ceded and we respect the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples as the traditional custodians of the land.

DAY ONE
For the first time ever, due to COVID-19, the Jeder Institute hosted our annual Gathering online,
tapping into the newly-developed skill set of the CoBu Team!
We used Mural and Zoom for our chosen platforms and co-created an interactive, fun 2 days
where some people gave feedback like, “I don’t feel like I’ve been on a computer for 2 days; this
has been fantastic!”

Our Gathering was hosted by our Community Building Team; Dee, Michelle & Fiona who
adopted the following roles to attempt to give the membership a seamless experience:
● Harvester: Fiona
● Mural Host: Michelle
● Process Host: Dee
We started with an Acknowledgement to Country which honoured the lands that all members
were coming from.

Overview & Flow
We opened by sharing the Flow of the day, including breaks, walks and fun, Fiona shared her
“blank canvas” for the graphic harvest and we offered people some participation reminders.

Check-in
Hosted by Aleks
Aleks had pre-organised for members to bring a 2 minute check-in to introduce themselves and
for members to get to know each other better. We spent an hour hearing people’s stories,
watching mini-clips about member’s lives and feeling a sense of belonging.
As members checked in, we were invited to share our reflections and thoughts about what we
were hearing, seeing, feeling on the check-in Harvest board.

BREAK / WALK AWAY (from the computer)
Just before our break, we got an update from Fiona’s Harvest and then, after the amazing
check-in (that went way over time), we encouraged people to stand up, take a break, walk away
from the computer and come back in 15 minutes.

Strategic Planning
Before we had a break for lunch, we shared a strategic planning update:
● Actions from November 2019 Gathering
● Proposals from the last Gathering
● COVID updates
● IT update: 365, new website, logo and communication platforms
● Back 2 basics Jeder: process and streamlining updates

LUNCH & HARVEST UPDATE

World Cafe
After lunch, we moved into a World Cafe to explore the following questions:
● What does participation mean to you?
● What are the key characteristics of successful collaboration?
● What steps can you take towards deeper engagement with Jeder members?
This was facilitated through 15 minute rounds in breakout rooms and was harvested as “next
steps” on the “3 pieces of gold” board then discussed as a whole group after the breakout
rooms were complete before going on an afternoon break.

AFTERNOON BREAK
Hosted by Michaela
This included COFFEE / WINE & an opportunity to participate in some YOGA

Rapid Discussion Rounds
Hosted by Dee
Dee explained how Rapid Discussion Rounds are used by our membership to strengthen their
proposals and “ripen” them before adding to Loomio and encouraged people to think about
some proposals overnight to work on tomorrow.

Checkout
Hosted by Alex & Jasmine

Final Harvest Reflection
Fiona gave us a final Harvest update for the day and we took a screenshot of all the members
who were still with us before saying goodbye for the day!

DAY TWO
Welcome & Acknowledgement
We welcomed everyone and gave a brief overview to the members who were joining us for day
2. We then gave an Acknowledgement of Country and moved onto the Flow of the day.

Overview & Flow
We shared the flow of the day and encouraged members to be thinking about what actions they
might take as we would be building up to Open Space and Proposals in the afternoon.

Check-in
Being such a different Gathering format for this year, we opened with asking how people’s
energy was for the day, to gauge how well the online processes were going.

Knowledge Cafe
Two knowledge cafes were held over the next hour to offer members a deeper dive on some of
the practices and technologies that we use.
First half hour:
● ABCD - Michelle
● PCP - Jodie
● Loomio - Dee
Second half hour:
● AoH - Dee & Michelle
● CCS - Michaela
● Risk enablement - Aleks

BREAK / WALK AWAY (from the computer)
Just before our break, we got an update from Fiona’s Harvest and then we encouraged people
to stand up, take a break, walk away from the computer and come back in 15 minutes.

Open Space
Open Space is a process to encourage people to put forward topics, questions or themes that
they care about, enough to act on, to find like-minded people to help them with fleshing the idea
out or finding next steps.

Open Space Question
After the question was shared, 5 topics were posted by various members:
● Alex: co-op vs teal for Jeder? What do they each look like and what determines which
way Jeder goes?
● Mark: do visual images help you understand concepts more?
● Fran: processes around proposals
● Cristina: fear and joy and missing out and balance
● Jodie: engagement in professional supervision

Rapid Discussion Rounds & Proposals
Hosted by Michaela & Aleks
We invited members to put forward their ideas as the “proposer”, to name their “proposal” and to
consider what the next steps would be and include a review date.

LUNCH
After a very full morning, we all had a good, full hour away from the screens to rest and
re-group, ready for the afternoon.

Managing Growth:
What does Jeder look like in 5 years?
Hosted by Jodie
After a good lunch break, members were invited into 15 minute rounds in breakout rooms to
discuss the Gathering’s themes, which were:
● Initiate (diverge)
● Invigorate (emerge)
● Innovate (converge)
After the breakout rooms, we all came back together to have an open discussion about the
themes and talk about adding some of the ideas to the proposals and next steps.

FINAL BREAK / COFFEE/ WINE / JAZZ HANDS

RHYTHM & SOUND
Hosted by Aleks
Aleks shared some sounds and invited people into a rhythm discussion.

Review Gathering Proposals & Next Steps!
Hosted by Dee and Jasmine
We checked if there were any final next steps that might not have made it onto any of the work
boards. It was a nice way to reveal some final, personal steps for some members.

Final Harvest Reflection
Hosted by Fiona
Fiona shared her final, AMAZING piece of work that she created over 2 days, full of all our
wonderful ideas, stories, photos, images, graphic representations and words!

Check Out
Hosted by Dee, Michelle & Fiona
After an amazing 2 days, we made it to our final checkout! We all shared something that gives
us energy or strength to continue to grow the organisation after we left the Gathering.

CLOSE / FAREWELL
We were sad to go but it was time to say farewell! Michelle, Dee and Fiona noted that if they
had received ONE DOLLAR for everytime they said, “you’re on mute”, the whole Gathering
would have been paid for!

😆😆😆

Michelle, Fiona and Dee thanked everyone for being in the experiment together and trusting the
process and the final members all took themselves off MUTE and had a wonderful, raucous
round of applause and goodbyes for each other!

